A graph is called transitive if its automorphism group acts transitively on the vertex set. We list the 1031 transitive graphs with fewer than 20 vertices, together with many of their properties.
1. Introduction. A transitive graph is one whose automorphism group acts transitively on its vertices. In this report we present a catalogue of all transitive graphs with fewer than 20 vertices. The only other catalogue of transitive graphs appears to be that of Yap [5] , who considered transitive graphs with 13 or fewer vertices except those of degree 5. Unfortunately, Yap missed three graphs with 12 vertices. Our method of construction was completely different from that of Yap and involved extensive machine computation. However, a description of the constructive method would be too lengthy to include here. It will be presented in a future paper.
The number of transitive graphs found for each order and degree appears in Table 1 . The same information, restricted to connected transitive graphs, appears in Table 2 . Note that in both tables, the total for each order includes those with degree not in the table. Also, note that a transitive graph with n vertices and degree d is connected if d >(n-l)/2. Table 1 . Number of transitive graphs
Suppose that X has diameter ô, not necessarily finite. Then X will be called antipodal if, for distinct vertices u, v, w, we have 3(w, u) = 3(w, w) = 8 implies d(v, w) = 6. A new graph D = D(X), intuitively "X plus diagonals", can be defined by V(D) = V(X) and E(D) = E(X) U {vw\d(v, w) = ô }, where vw is the edge {v, w}. Obviously, Aut(X) < Aut(£>), so that D is transitive if Xis.
A t-arc of X is a sequence (u0, u,, . . . , vt) of vertices of X such that v¡_xv¡ G EiX) for 1 <i <t and v¡_x =£ vi+ x. for 1 <i <t. The arc-transitivity of Xis defined to be the maximum value of t such that Aut (A") acts transitively on the r-arcs of X. A discussion of arc-transitivity may be found in Biggs [2] .
Let -n be a partition of V~iX) into possibly-empty subsets V~x and V2. The operation of switching X about -n produces a graph Y, where ViY) = ViX), and EiY) = {vw G EiX)\v, w G Vx or v, w G V2} U {vw £ EiX)\v G Vx and w G V2}. Table 2 . Number of connected transitive graphs
Switching provides an equivalence relation on the set of all graphs. Each equivalence class contains at most one transitive graph of odd order (see [4] ). However, if the number of vertices is even, an equivalence class may contain many transitive graphs.
Details appear in Section 5. An important object associated with switching is the switching graph. The switching graph of X, denoted Sw(X), is defined to have vertex set {v\v G V~iX)} U {v'\v G ViX)} and edge set £XSw(*)) = EiX) U {uVliw G EiX)} U {vw'\v * w and vw € EiX)}.
If X has n vertices, Sw(X) has 2 m vertices and is regular with degree n -1. Godsil [3] has shown that two graphs X and Y are equivalent under switching if and only if their switching graphs are isomorphic. Clearly, Sw(X) is transitive whenever X is, but it is possible for a transitive switching graph to be not derived from any transitive graph.
The only example in our catalogue is the icosahedron L37.
A large number of transitive graphs can be obtained from groups by means of the Cayley graph construction. Let G be a group, and H be a subset of G such that (i) H does not contain the identity, and
(ii) g&H=>g~x GHfor all g GG.
The Cayley graph of G with connection set H is the graph X = X(G, H) with ViX) = G and EiX) = {{g, gh}\g G G, h G U}.
X is a transitive graph on which G acts (by left multiplication) as a regular subgroup of Aut(Z). If in fact Aut(X) = G, X is called a graphical regular representation (GRR) of G. In Section 5 we will give some examples of transitive graphs which are not Cayley graphs for any group.
Let X and Y be any graphs. We will define three products of X and Y, all of which have vertex set ViX) x ViY).
(a) The cartesian product X x Y has EiX x Y)= {ixx,yx)ix2,y2)\xx = x2 and yxy2 G £(F), or >»j = ,y2 and x,x2 G EiX)}.
(b) The teHsor product iconjunction) X * Y has EiX* Y)= {(xx, y x)(x2, y2)\xxx2 E E(X) and y xy2GE(Y)}.
(c) The lexicographic product (composition) X[Y] has
EiX[Y])= {ixx, y x)ix2,y2)\xxx2 e EiX), or xx = x2 and yxy2 G £"(7)}.
Note that * x F s F x X and X * Y = Y * X, but that X[Y] <£ Y[X], in general.
3. Groups of Order n, 5 < n < 19. In this section we give a list of all groups with orders 5 through 19, with their elements and some statistics. This information will be needed in Section 4, where we give representations of transitive graphs as Cayley graphs. Within each order, the abelian groups precede the nonabelian ones. Each group is generated by those elements A, B, C, . . . which appear in the list of relators. Inverses A~x, B~x, C~x, . . . are abbreviated to Z,Y, X, ... , respectively.
A number following a letter raises that letter to the given power. A number which begins a word raises that whole word to the given power. GROUP NUMBER 18-3 RELATORS: 3A 6B AYAB. INV= 3 EXP= 6 CNTR= 3 COMM= 3 NSO= 9 ELEMENTS: B3 AB3 BAB2, A B AB BA B2 AB2 AY2.
GROUP NUMBER 18-4 RELATORS: 9A 2B 2AB. INV= 9 EXP= 9 CNTR= 1 COMM= 9 NSQ= 9 ELEMENTS: B AB BA A2B BA2 A3B BA3 A4B BA4, A A2 A3 A4.
GROUP NUMBER 18-5 RELATORS: 3A 3B 2C 2AC 2BC ZYAB. 1MV= 9 EXP= 3 CNTR= 1 COMM= 9 NSQ= 9 ELEMENTS: C AC BC CA CB ABC ACB BCA CAB, AB AB AY.
GROUP NUMBER 19-1 RELATORS: 19A. INV= 0 EXP=19 CNTR=19 COMM= 1 NSQ=19 ELEMENTS: , A A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9.
4. Transitive Graphs of Order n, 2 < n < 19. The catalogue in this section contains data on every transitive graph with n vertices and degree d, for 2 < n < 9 (any d) and 10 < n < 19 (for d < (« -l)/2). Those with the remaining degrees can be obtained by complementation. In describing the information presented for some particular graph, we will refer to the graph as X, and use n and d to denote its order and degree, respectively.
(a) Set Notation: A set of positive integers can be written as an octal integer by putting bit /" equal to 1 if and only if / is in the set. The bits are numbered from 1, starting at the right hand (low order) end. For example, 251 (octal) is 10101001 (binary) and so represents the set {1, 4, 6, 8}.
(b) First Line of Data: The first item in this line is the name of X, for example L20 or PI6. The letter indicates the order of X (A for 1, B for 2, etc.), and the numbers are allotted sequentially within each order. Care must be taken to avoid confusing names like K3 with the commonly accepted notations [1] for special graphs, for example K3, C5, K3 4. The latter notations will be used in this description of the catalogue, but never in the catalogue itself.
We now describe the other pieces of information which may occur on the first line, (i) DEG: degree of X. Each a¡ is an octal representation (see part (a)) of the set of vertices preceding vertex i which are adjacent to i. Note that ax is omitted. The labelling of the vertices of X is consistent with the partition P described above. For example, if P = (1,4,24, l),ft(X)is {1|2,3,4,5|6,7|8,9, 10, 11112} and d(X) is {112, 3, 4, 5|6, 7,8,9, 10, 11112}.
Example: If A = 1 1 6, we have 2 adjacent to 1, 3 adjacent to 1 and 4 adjacent to 2 and 3. ß{ is the number of cliques of size i in X which include vertex 1.
Those numbers before the comma are a's; those after the comma are ß's. The total number of independent sets or cliques of size i in X is na¡/i or nßji, respectively. 16 vertices: P33  P49, P35  P45,  P61 P88, P63  P72,   P64  P86, P75  P91,  P78 P95, P81  P84,  P97 P107, P98 P134, P99 P113 P118, P103 P108, P105 P141, Pill P112, P120 P136, P124 P137, P142 P143. J7, 07, 021, P20, P52, P93, PI 10, R38, R147.
(c) The switching classes of transitive graphs of even order are shown in Table 3 .
It is easy to show that X and Y are switching equivalent if and only if X and Y are. Thus each family in Table 3 provides another by complementing each member. However the following graphs are actually switching equivalent to then own complements:
Bl, J3, J6, J7, R15, R32, R38, R39, R147, R148, R161, R179. Table 3 does not include the following graphs, as they are unique in their switching classes: LIO, L16, L37, P74 and P139. It may be worth noticing that each family of cospectral graphs is related also by switching. In fact, two switching equivalent regular graphs of the same degree are necessarily cospectral. H7, 14, J7, J9, J10, J7, L20, L23, L34, L37, L30, M3, M6,   N7, N12, N13, N24, 07, 012, 021, 023, 020, 021, P12, P23, P27,   P55, P81, P82, P84, P130, P55, P8Ï, Q3, Q18, Rll, R28, R29,  R88, R90, R171, R173, R126, S14. (i) The only connected graph in the catalogue which has no Hamiltonian cycle is Petersen's graph (J7), which has Hamiltonian paths and cycles of length 9. -L22  L21  -N20 ,  -N17 ,  N28 ,  -P96 ,  -P30   -P14   -P62   P37  P39  -P32  -P52  -P53  -P35  -P47  -P44  -P70  P1Ü0,   -P59   -P65 ,   -P115,  -R137,  R130,   R88 ,   -R17 ,   R49 ,  -R156,  -R32 ,  R159,  R144,  R181,   R114,  -R86 ,  R102,  R121,  R97 ,   -R117,  -R134,  -R163,  -R161,  -R190,   F2  H2  J2  J7   L2   L19 ,   L36 ,  ■L28 ,   N2  N7  N15  P2  P87   P48   P127,  ■P64  ■P71  ■P125,  P93  P61  -P45  P90  P94  P138,  P42   P142   P55   P79  R2  R7  R12  R18  R23  R28  R34  R42  R47  R56  R61  R66  R71  R79  R91   R101  R126  R147  R162  R176 F4 .
•H3 J10 , -J7 ,  -L14   L6  L12  L20   N24 ,   N13 ,  N26 ,  -P56  -P116,   -P89   PÍO  -P86  P106,  P18  -P110,  P88  P7Ö  -P121,  -P97   P34  -P66   P143,   -P81   -P119,  R173,  R90 ,  -R103,  R33 ,  -R141,  -R158,  R178,  R157,  R189,  R93 ,  R110,  R119,  -R76 ,  R108,   R128,   -R104,  -R135,  -R147,  -R170,  -R177,   H7 ,  J3   J9   L34 ,   L17  L27  -L33 ,   N3  N9  N16  P130,  P5  P140,  P4Ü  P124  P16   P80  P21  -P12Q  P95  P26  -PU7,  P128,  P117,   P50  -P84 ,  P92  R3   R8  R13  R19   R24  R29  R36  R43  R50  R57  R62  R67  R72  R81  R92  R105  R138  R148  R164  R179   H4   -J3   -Jll  L3  -L31  L29  L24  -N8  -N22  N21   P3  P69  P8  -P63   P137,  P83  -P101,  -P33  -P136,  -P99   -P41  P28  P36  P43  -P75  P60   -P126 .  -R54 ,  -R132,   R80 ,   R37 ,   R40 ,  R48 ,  -R36 ,  R140,  R154,  R94 ,  -R83 ,   R107,   R124,  R127,  -R136,  -RU5,  -R142,  -R148,  -R183,  -R179,   H6 .  J4   L8 ,   L7   L13  L30 .  N4  Nil  N18  P29  P114,  P15  ■P72   P131,  P19  ■P49  P23  ■PU3  P68 ,  ■P54  ■P85  •P67  -P91  •P135,   R4   R9  R14  R20  R25  R30  R38  R44  R51  R58  R63   R68   R73  R82  R98  R112  R143   R152  R169   R185   J5 ,   L4  L26 ,  -L18   N19 ,  -N25 ,  N23 .   P82  P6  -P76  P105   L23 -L35   L32 ,   N5  N12   -P132,  -P13  P133,  P141,   -P123,  P57 -P103  -Pill -P112,  -P118,   P58 -P104,  P102,  P98  P134,  P129,  P73 -P122,   R113,  R85 ,   -R172,  -R153,  -R151,  R139,  -R38 ,  R167,  R187,  R109,  -R94 ,   R1Ü6,   R133,  R131,  -R120,  -R123,  -R150,  -R174,  -R184,  -R188 .   R5  RIO   R15   R21  R26  R31  R39  R45  R52  R59  R64  R69  R77  R87  R99  R118  R145  R155  R171   N10  -N27   P109,   -P108,   -R55 ,  -Rill,   -R15 ,  -R166,  -R165,  R180,  -R39 ,  R182,  R168,   -R74 ,  R96 ,  -R75 ,  R95 ,  R116,  -R125,  -R129,  -R149,  -R160,  -R186,   Table 3 
